
Tomorrow I’m playing at
the wedding reception of
two of my friends and,
whilst I was checking out
some appropriate music,
I came across this little
number from 1971.

‘If’ was written by
American singer-
songwriter David Gates
and originally made

popular by his group Bread.  In
the UK the song reached the number 1 spot

when Telly Savalas (pictured) recorded a mostly-spoken
version in March 1975.  According to Wikipedia I’d better play
it because “If has been a perennial favourite at weddings ever
since it was released”.  How about that?!

STEP 1 - Select a style

I’ve chosen the Romantic Ballad style straight from the
Tyros5’s Music Finder list - although many other styles will fit.
The One Touch Settings that are associated with the style on
Tyros5’s Music Finder are excellent for the purpose - and I’ll
list the ones I use later for the benefit of players of other
instruments.

STEP 2 - Set the tempo

The only thing to remember is that, as the Romantic Ballad
style is set by the Music Finder at just 58 miles an hour, each
two beats of the rhythm covers a full bar of the written music.

STEP 3 - The Intro & 1st 8 bars

Although Intro 3 is automatically selected by Tyros5’s Music
Finder I preferred the lightness of Intro 2.  Actually, both Intros
2 and 3 give a definite nod in the direction of the Richard
Clayderman hit ‘Ballade pour Adeline’ but, as the songs are of
a similar romantic nature, Intro 2 suits ‘If’ very well.

Play the first two notes of the song at the end of the intro - using
the last bar of the intro as a ‘pick-up’ into the song.  If the OTS
LINK button is switched on the MAIN A style variation will call up
OTS 1 - which is set on Tyros 5 as a Concert Grand Piano.

Here’s the registration for those who need to set it up
manually...     

Registration  1: Concert  Grand  Piano OTS  1  (Tyros5)  

Right 1................. Concert Grand (Piano category) - 
volume 100

Right 2................. Off

Right 3................. Off

Style.....................Romantic Ballad (INTRO 2 - MAIN A) - 
volume 90

Tempo..................58 bpm

Multi Pads............Cym & Chimes

At the start of the last bar of the Intro press Multi Pad 4 which
will produce a wind-chime effect to take you into the song.

If you normally number the bars in your music this one will
throw you if you try to match the numbers on the written page
to the bar counter on the keyboard.  This is because, as I
mentioned earlier, each bar of the style is covering two bars of
the written score.  This doesn’t really matter at the moment -
so just number the bars from the start of the piece.  If I’ve
counted correctly that will give you 52 bars in all.

Play using Registration 1 until you reach bar 9.  Just before
the 4th beat of the bar (lyric; “If a face...”) press the button to
call up Registration 2.  If you set the registration correctly you
should hear the end of a drum fill-in as you press the button.  

Registration  2: Woodwind  Ensemble OTS  2  (Tyros5)  

Right 1................. Classical Flute (Woodwind category) - 
volume 100

Right 2................. Orch Clarinet (Woodwind category) - 
volume 90

Right 3................. Orch Oboe  (Woodwind category) - 
volume 80

Style.....................Romantic Ballad (MAIN B) - volume 90
Press the MAIN B style variation so that the 
button flashes as you save the registration.

Multi Pads............Cym & Chimes 

Tempo..................58 bpm
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If you have a footswitch attached to your keyboard it’s good to
use it to sustain the piano sound in registration 1 - but don’t
use it on the woodwinds in registration 2 or all the sounds will
mush together and ruin the lovely clean mix.   

Just before the last beat of bar 17 (lyric; “And when...”) select
Registration 3.  

Note: If you’re playing a Tyros5 you don’t need to use the
Registration Buttons.  As long as the OTS LINK button is
switched on simply press the appropriate MAIN VARIATION
button in the Style Control part of the keyboard’s panel - the
keyboard will do the rest.

Registration  3: Piano  &  Strings OTS  3  (Tyros5)  

Right 1................. Grand 2 Octave (Piano category) - 
volume 100

Right 2................. Classic Cellos (Strings category) - 
volume 70

Right 3................. Off

Style.....................Romantic Ballad (MAIN C) - volume 95
Press the MAIN C style variation so that the 
button flashes as you save the registration.

Multi Pads............Cym & Chimes 

Tempo..................58 bpm 

This rich mix of octave pianos and deep strings is great for
this, the more powerful part of the song.  You may have
noticed that I raised the volume of the accompaniment style a
little here too.  

Note: You can balance the volumes of the right hand voices
with the style to suit your own taste (using the controls that
appear when the BALANCE button is pressed).

That’s about it really.  It’s a dead easy one to do - and from
here on you simply repeat the process...

Bar 25 (lyric; “If a man...”)................Registration 1

Bar 33 (lyric; “If the world...”) Registration 2

Bar 41 (lyric; “then one by one...” Registration 3

This is a great song to practice playing chords using the Ai
feature.  If you’d like to give it a try I’ve included some chord
diagrams.  First though, you’ll need to switch on the Ai
fingering mode...

Switching  to  the  Ai  chord  mode

1 Press DIRECT ACCESS 
followed by the ACMP 
button.

2 From the FINGERING
TYPE list (illustrated right)
select AI FINGERED.

3 Press EXIT to return to 
the Main page of the 
display.

Many Ai chords can be played with two fingers - as long as
the keyboard can detect the difference between a minor and
major chord.  The exception in this piece is the Am7b5 chord
that appears in bars 22 and 46.

Chords  (optional)

The chords appear in this order from bar 1 to bar 25. The red
mark indicates which note will determine the bass.  From bar
26 onwards the same sequence of chords is repeated to the
end of the piece.  When you reach bar 50 press ENDING 2 (or
3 if you prefer) to round of the piece.

Bar 1: Fmaj / F bass Bar 2: Fmaj / F bass Bar 3: Fmaj7  / E bass

Bar 4: F7  / Eb bass Bar 5: Bb  / D bass Bar 6: Bbm  / Db bass

Bar 7: Fmaj / C bass Bar 8: Bbm / Bb bass Bar 9: C7 / C bass

Bar 10: Fmaj / F bass Bar 11: Fmaj7  / E bass Bar 12: F7  / Eb bass

Bar 13: Bb / D bass Bar 14: Bbm  / Db bass Bar 15: Fmaj / C bass

Bar 16: Bbm / Bb bass Bar 17: C7 / C bass Bar 18: Dm / D bass

Bar 19: A / C# bass Bar 19: A / C# bass Bar 20: Fmaj / C bass

Bar 21: Bbmaj / Bb bass Bar 22: Am7b5 / A bass Bar 23: D7 / D bass

Bar 24: Gm7 / G bass Bar 25: C7 / C bass

Why use the Ai chord fingering mode?
The descending bass line is pleasing on the ear and because of this it
has been used in many popular pieces of music.  Electronic
keyboards cannot work out for themselves when to use ‘on bass’
chords (i.e. where the bass note is not the root note of the chord) so
the Ai mode is used to direct the bass to the required note.  The
system is not infallible - but it does give the keyboard far greater
control over the bass line than any of the chord fingering modes. 

As before an mp3 file is available for anyone who wants to hear my
own version.  Please email for a copy to glyn@yamaha-club.co.uk and
put ‘If’ in the subject line. 


